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Dear friends,
As we reflect on such a demanding and challenging year for everyone across the
globe, gratitude swells up in our hearts. You are the reason that we as an
organization are still standing and our participants are still moving forward.
Thank you for partnering with us in 2020 to ensure that our participants could
continue to engage in our education and empowerment programs. Your support
helped us adjust our entrepreneurship program activities to digital and phone
services and, eventually, in-person small group meetings. All of our participants
otherwise would not have had the opportunity to access teletherapy, to continue
their early education, or to find guidance on pivoting their businesses and keeping
up with the changes and demands the pandemic and unstable economy created.
You also helped us respond to the urgent need for humanitarian relief and mental
health support. Through your solidarity and generosity, you contributed $28,723
toward an emergency fund to help 69 families and 51 entrepreneurs, in two
communities so they would have the resources to pay the bills, purchase food, and
ultimately survive. Additionally, we responded to the call to train healthcare
workers at a local hospital in psychological first aid so they could better manage
the emotional demands the pandemic created or unearthed in their work and lives.
Our participants’ stories in the pages ahead will shed light on the very tough
challenges they overcame and are continuing to endure. Their resilience to
achieve their goals has only come to fruition with the generosity of those like
you. As much as this report serves as a summary of the great progress we have
made together, we are hopeful it will also serve as a source of motivation to
continue creating equitable opportunities for families in El Salvador.
With gratitude and in hope,

Annie Boyd-Ramirez

Juan Velasco

Co-Founder and
Executive Director

Co-Founder and
Board President
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2020 Impact Summary
Your generosity makes a lasting difference and
here are the top 6 impacts you helped to create in 2020:

Entrepreneurs were
awarded $10,500 as seed
money to improve their
business operations

81 children and
their caregivers and
33 entrepreneurs
accessed therapy
and other services
via the phone for
the first time

33 more entrepreneurs
graduated from our
our training program;
bringing the total to
90 since 2014

1 new pilot
project trained
hospital workers in
mental health care

All 8 staff members and
3 others which PV
financially supports at
our partner organization,
remain employed

7 virtual fundraisers
helped increase our
donor base by 17%
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Women's Empowerment

Over the last two years, 33 entrepreneurs from the urban area of San Ramón and La
Javía, a rural community, participated in the fifth cohort of our training program, the
Women’s Empowerment Project (WEP). Even with all the stress and closures from the
pandemic, we thankfully adapted the project curriculum to continue over the telephone
and in September we returned to in-person activities. Despite the hardship this
particular cohort endured, the entrepreneurs advanced significantly and generated
many positive results in their lives and businesses:

85%
85%
81%
83%
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Record their bookkeeping formally, a 55% increase from
Jan. 2019
Track their sales, salary, and revenues correctly, a 76%
increase from Jan. 2019
Earn enough business revenue to receive a salary, a 69%
increase from Jan. 2019
Scored in high-moderate ranges in personal agency and
empowerment; 74% improved their scores from Jan. 2019
New savings and lending groups are in operation and
administered by entrepreneurs

"I've always thought of others first. I was never a confident woman, but now I am.
I feel that I can make decisions and I know my decisions matter."
- Entrepreneur from La Javía

Math Doesn't Lie
For years, Guadalupe worked at a maquila
making baby clothes. When the maquila
closed, she received an industrial-grade
sewing machine as her severance. Guadalupe
used her equipment and knowledge to make
and sell mops. They are in high demand due
to frequent cleaning needed because of dust
and moisture in the tropical environment.
Mops were the most practical product she
could make because at the time, she could
only afford to buy second-hand fabric from
used clothing stores. She sold her mops as a
street vendor with her partner, Julio.

When Guadalupe joined the Women’s
Empowerment Project (WEP) in 2019, her
goal was to strengthen her business that
had already helped support her family for
several
years.
After
analyzing
her
bookkeeping records with WEP staff, it was
not long before Guadalupe realized that she
was only earning a minimal profit.

Each mop cost 28 cents to make and she sold
each one for the going rate of 50 cents.
Without including the hours she spent selling
them, Guadalupe calculated that each mop
only generated 22 cents of profit.
Like many other entrepreneurs who had
not the opportunity to learn and practice
bookkeeping skills, she realized that selling her
product was not cost-effective. She considered
options to innovate her business. In 2019, she
applied for and received seed money to buy
fabrics to sew the garments she learned to
make when she worked at the maquila.
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What started as an idea became reality: by
the start of 2020, Guadalupe was making six
products for babies: mosquito nets, blankets,
pillows, diaper bags, quilts, and crib sheets.
Her next challenge was to get the products
into
retail
outlets,
especially
small
marketplaces. Luckily, Julio took that on and
continues the sales side of the business.
With her second round of seed money,
Guadalupe purchased a serger, to trim and
enclose seams all at once. From the sale of the
new products she makes with the serger, she
invests part of the profits back in the business.
Guadalupe and Julio once put out incredible
effort to earn just $35 per week and they now
earn up to $95! She’s pleased to have a small
sewing workshop that allows her to
generate a higher income.

When COVID-19 hit, Guadalupe partnered
with a neighbor—who is also a woman
entrepreneur—to sew and sell masks, scrubs
for hospital workers, and other items. While
strict quarantine orders were in effect and
shops were closing and fabrics were scarce,
Guadalupe was very grateful to have material
to make pandemic-related items and to
continue earning an income.
Her business used to be unnamed. But in
2019, Guadalupe decided to name it after one
of her sons, calling it “Creaciones la cuna de
Eliseo,” or “Eliseo's Cradle Designs.” She feels
incredibly proud to create garments and
accessories for babies, and it reminds her of
when she cared for her own children as
infants.
Guadalupe’s two children are in elementary
school but she dreams of supporting them
through college. With her and Julio’s
resourcefulness and creativity to innovate and
sustain their business, they have the
capacity to continue making informed
decisions and adapting to new challenges.
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From Fear to Happiness
When Isabel first started in the Women's
Empowerment Project (WEP) in 2019, she
seemed suspicious to participate. Often with
a serious and annoyed expression on her
face, she avoided sharing her opinion and
interacting with the other entrepreneurs.
Workshop activities like drawing and writing
felt odd to Isabel.
She acknowledged that writing was difficult
for her since it had been quite a while since
she picked up pen and paper. She even said
the activities made them seem like
“kindergarteners.”
Despite wanting to start a business, Isabel
was unsure of how to organize her thoughts
to create a solid business plan. During the
workshops, Isabel realized that she had some
fears around the idea of work. She was
worried about having to leave her rural
community, about having to go into an office
to file paperwork or to run errands all day. While attending a workshop on violence,
These idea made her feel uneasy.
Isabel began to understand where this fear
came from: she had learned it as a young
The WEP provided several opportunities to girl. Growing up, Isabel heard things like,
attend vocational training outside of her “women belong at home,” “only men should
village, but none of them captured Isabel's be out in public,” and “it’s dangerous for
attention. Her fear made such an excursion women to go out by themselves.”
seem out of the question. She didn’t share
how she was feeling with anyone because she
In 2020, she wanted to experience the
felt embarrassed.
workshops from this new place of discovery,
to acknowledge her emotions, and to change
things that were not serving her. She also
yearned to experience the safe space PV
provides, but now with the perspective, she
gained in 2019.
Her excitement didn't last long. Strict
quarantine orders were issued in March and
Isabel's enthusiasm to participate in the
workshops was put on pause. New challenges
soon arrived: her son started elementary
school remotely and the highest priority was
that he learn to read and write. That
responsibility fell squarely on Isabel's
shoulders. Isabel was worried at first, but, she
soon realized it was easier than she imagined.
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“Thanks to the workshops, I
also felt more confident
supporting my son's learning.
He learned to read and write.
I’m so proud of him and I’m
glad that I was able to help him
achieve that.”
-Isabel.
“I remembered all the activities we did in the
[in person] workshops and they helped me
communicate with my family during
quarantine. I tried to listen to my children and
help them express how they were feeling.
Thanks to the workshops, I also felt more
confident supporting my son's learning,” says
Isabel. “He learned to read and write. I’m so
proud of him and I’m glad that I was able to
help him achieve that.”
The WEP curriculum continued virtually
through texts and phone calls until September
when activities returned to an in-person
format. With happiness in her eyes, Isabel
knew it was another chance to participate
without fear.
The personal awareness Isabel gained aided to
initiate and run her business, a small clothing
shop. When the WEP awarded her seed money
to purchase more inventory in San Salvador,
she went first with her cousin. On the next trip,
she went by herself; something a year earlier she
could not have imagined!
It has been a long road for Isabel to get where
she is now. She is now someone who is
happy and who smiles. She takes on the
responsibility of creating a safe space inside of
her and the women around her.
She’s capable of and more confident to
make decisions for herself, her family, and
her community. To us at Programa Velasco, it
is clear that Isabel is now walking on her own
road of empowerment.
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Children and Families

Families that PV supports have access to scholarships for their children, counseling services,
and learning opportunities for caregivers. In 2020, the families faced insurmountable
challenges but they did not do it alone. The generosity of donors provided children and
their families with the relief to continue accessing essential educational and mental health
services at our partner organization’s Child Development Center:

100%
50
21

Of all 81 children received four months of full
tuition scholarships and weekly phone calls from
the child psychologist or teachers

12

out of 20 children who participated in counseling
services received mental health kits

2x

11 teachers and staff at the Center participated in
seven personal empowerment workshops;
doubled from 2019

12 month partial scholarships for children
caregivers participated in a series of 10 child
development and mental health workshops
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Finding the Silver Lining
One reason María, the single mother of threeyear old David, wanted to enroll her son in our
partner organization's Child Development
Center was that she knew he’d be safe while
she was at work. At a bilingual school, she
worked as a teacher’s aide in a class with
children around David’s age.
When schools closed due to COVID-19, María
had to take a pay cut. At that time, María
commented that “these months have been
difficult for everyone. But I can say that my
family has experienced both advantages and
disadvantages.” The biggest disadvantage was
that, due to the pay cut, she could no longer
pay rent and was forced to move back in with
her mother.
María didn't dwell on the negatives however.
One silver lining is that she has been able to
spend more time looking after David and
helping him with his homework and other
tasks: “During that time I was able to better
understand and learn from David, and him
from me. I feel like he trusts me more now.”
Despite not having a laptop or a platform to
offer virtual classes, teachers at the Center
stayed connected with their students. Thanks
to PV’s financial support, teachers had the
resources to hold weekly video calls with
students like David.

Both Selena, the Center’s psychologist, and
Sandra, David’s teacher, agree that María is
committed to her son’s education. Selena gave
virtual workshops on child development and
mental health, and María didn't miss even
one. The workshops covered topics such as
Preventing Sexual Abuse, Breathing Techniques
for Emotional Regulation, and Creating a Family
Support System.

"Thanks to Programa Velasco,
I’ve been able to keep learning.
They’ve been like angels God
sent to our lives for these very
hard times.”

Maria and David enjoyed doing activities his teachers and the child psychologist sent.
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Selena appreciated María’s participation and
said, “She paid attention to each step of the
activity and made each activity come to life.
She gave David positive reinforcement and
praise. She was able to redirect David’s
attention when he’d get distracted.”

“I feel really grateful because I know a great team
has been supporting me. Thanks to Programa
Velasco, I’ve been able to keep learning. They’ve
been like angels God sent to our lives for these
very hard times.”

María and David may be a small family, but
For María, the Preventing Sexual Abuse they inspire us to keep working toward our
workshop was particularly valuable. She said, mission. Donor contributions helped change
“I learned that I should create trust so David the lives of many families like María and David!
shares things with me. I want him to know he
can count on me when faced with any
situation. I also learned that I should watch for
any changes in my son's behavior, as this is
often a warning sign.”
María’s pay cut caused such economic
hardship that she no longer felt confident she
could pay the Center's monthly tuition of $18.
Because of this she began thinking that David
might not be able to continue with the virtual
classes moving forward.
David’s teacher Sandra, along with Morena,
the Center’s Coordinator, let María know she
didn't have to worry about making the
monthly payment. They told her Programa
Velasco and its COVID-19 Relief and Recovery
Fund would cover the monthly payments for
her and other families. Additionally, PV would
provide cash assistance to families in the most
need. María was relieved.
This has been a year of learning for María,
who says she's “putting into practice” all the
skills she has gained. As for David, his
language skills have improved and María
shares that “David is now a more active boy
who enjoys exploring and learning new
things.”
María’s dream is to once again have a house
where she and David can peacefully live on
their own. Although it may seem difficult now,
she’s already working to achieve that goal.
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Prioritizing Mental Health
Mental health is an essential component within
PV’s education and empowerment programs. Our
approach includes an effort to break down the
stigma of mental health and expand people’s
understanding of the benefits and emotional
freedoms that can come from engaging in mental
health care.
On top of the threats of violence and poverty our
participants normally face, the pandemic
unearthed even more hardship, uncertainty, and
stress. In response, we committed ourselves to
ensuring that our participants would not be
alone. Our 33 entrepreneurs chose to participate
over the phone, in counseling services or
conversations on personal empowerment
practices. The PV psychologist made sure the
Center’s teachers weren’t alone either by
doubling the number of personal empowerment
support group sessions she facilitated for them
virtually.
The Center’s teachers or the child psychologist
made weekly calls to 86 children and their
caregivers to offer support and guidance. The
child psychologist also prepared mental health
kits for children to utilize to regulate their energy
and emotions.

A pilot project for hospital workers
Our empowerment and mental health work has
gained recognition as an uplifting response to the
chronic stress that many Salvadorans face. A
public hospital took notice and in April, at the
start of the strict quarantine measures, they
asked PV to help their health care workers
manage stress initiated by the pandemic.
Upon reflection that very few organizations in
El Salvador prioritize mental health and could
offer such support, we began to collaborate with
the hospital on a 4 month pilot project. Using
our trauma-informed approach, we trained their
personnel in psychological first aid techniques
and how to use equipment in their emotional
recharge room.
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Our Response to the
COVID-19 Emergency
Donors demonstrated their values of solidarity, trust,
and generosity last April when they contributed $28,723
to the COVID-19 Family Relief and Recovery Fund to
exclusively alleviate the most pressing needs that our
participants experienced due to the pandemic.
For most families, their main source of income comes
from informal jobs or businesses where they earn less
than minimum wage, which in El Salvador is roughly
$300/month. Due to very strict government closures,
many entrepreneurs in our Women’s Empowerment
Project were forced to pause their business operations
and sales immediately. Within a few days, they and many
caregivers of children enrolled at our partner
organization's Child Development Center stopped
earning any income altogether.

Total Raised

$28,723

Amt. Given
$27,020
A balance of
$1,703

remains for families as
more needs arise due
to the pandemic

Additionally, many reported one or more family
members in their household lost their job due to other
business closures. Without the ability to earn money to
put food on the table or pay their bills, they were in an
economic crisis on top of the pandemic.
Funds were immediately distributed and on a rolling
basis:
51 current entrepreneurs and graduates of our
training program received three cash disbursements
to cover their family's most urgent necessities.
81 children enrolled at the Center received four
months of full tuition scholarships and 35 families
received two cash disbursements to cover their
family's needs.
Families from two community groups in San Ramon
and La Javía also received cash disbursements.
There is a balance of $1,703 for participants as issues
and needs continue to arise related to COVID-19.
This was the first time that PV raised funds for direct
humanitarian relief and as always, our donors'
response was beyond what we imagined. Our
participants sincerely appreciate the support. Simply
knowing that someone was thinking of them, made them
feel that they were not alone.
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Financials

Income

Program Expenses

$62,652
$101,735
$132,220
$4,715

$62,401

$39,886

$37,182

Total: $239,473

Total: $201,318

Women's Empowerment
Family Support Services
Early Education
Unrestricted

Women's Empowerment
Family Support Services
Early Education

$2,674

$7,187

$7,149

All Expenses
Programs
Administration
Fundraising
Operations

$201,318

Total: $218,328
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A very special thank you...

10 year old Jostin and his brother
Carlos, both sons of a WEP
graduate, wrote this heartfelt
letter to thank you and everyone
involved in PV for their support for
their mom and community. They
are the family on the cover page.
Enjoy!

To: Programa Velasco
From: Sindy Lorena Bonilla’s children
For us, it is a pleasure to write this letter to you to express all the gratefulness we
feel towards you all for the great support you gave our mom and all her companions,
in general. In the past two years of workshops, you gave all the women in La Javia
and especially to our mother it was a big achievement and success.
Thank you for teaching them to “salir adelante” [to move forward] and to earn
their own money, especially for my mom. Also, thank you for the economic support you
gave to our “little homes” during the quarantine, thanks to that we had food for a
few months. So, we thank you and all of the beautiful people that were part of this
blessing.
Thank you for the psychological support that was a great support to our families. So,
thank you, Flor, thank you, Anita, thank you Katherine for the beautiful photos and
videos, thank Diego, thank you Pamela for teaching us how to paint beautiful stones
and on toilet paper rolls.
And thank you to everyone who is part of Programa Velasco that we haven’t met yet
but someday we will. That’s all we wanted to say. Thank you again. If someone ask
us what Programa Velasco means for us we will say that it means: Love, Peace,
Tolerance, Hope, and Solidarity.
P.S Our mom makes the BEST tamales in the world. We wish a lot of success for
Programa Velasco in 2021!

Carlos, Jostin and Graciela

You are invaluable to us
“Nothing liberates our greatness like the desire to help, the desire to serve.”
-Marianne Williamson

Our volunteers and collaborators donated invaluable guidance and time which
propelled a chain reaction and caused a stronger impact on those we serve. We extend
our deep gratitude to the individuals and groups listed here for their talented expertise,
unwavering dedication, and passion to ensure participants access to our programs.

Alicia Fleming Hamilton, M.S. CCC-SLP,
Bilingual Speech-Language Pathologist

Thank you, Judy!

Carrie Todd, Bookkeeper, and Finance
Extraordinaire
Angela Bustos, MA , Language Services
Interns: Hannah Ingersoll, a graduate student
at the University of Chicago, and Vanitha
Vemula, an undergraduate at the University
of California, Berkeley.
Clinical Mental Health Mentors: Megan
Raimondi-Musser, MSW, LCSW, and Laura
Hershberger, MSW, LISW-S
Research Committee Members: Anne Farina
Ph.D., LCSW, Kat Saxton Ph.D. MPH, Laura
Hershberger MSW, LISW-S, Portia Bajwa, MSW
Raquel Arana and 26 other Salvadoran
volunteer mentors who served our
entrepreneurs as part of the Clan of Virtudes.
Ongoing guidance from Allison Ramirez,
Erica Olson, and Sergio Ceron Perez in El
Salvador.
Graphic design students and staff from
Monica Herrera School of Communication
Students and staff from Saint Joseph’s
University, Philadelphia, PA.
All those who hosted fundraisers: Elizabeth
Hawkins, Pete Jordan, Bonnie Berg, Students
from Xavier University Cincinnati, OH, Lisa
Raisin, Karina Palukaitis, Beth Hart, and
Candace Spears
CRISPAZ staff and university, high school, and
faith community delegations.
Board Members: Jenn Dunneback, Katy
Erker-Lynch, Gary Neustadter, Jean Reidy,
Elizabeth Sanchez, Marisol Sanchez, Nancy
Svoboda, Juan Velasco

Judy Dunbar’s life was defined by her
commitment to social justice. In the late
1980’s she was deeply invested in the
plight of Salvadorans living through the
civil war and as a professor at Santa Clara
University, she raised awareness of the
injustices they faced. Judy’s commitment
continued when PV began in 2007 and
since then she served as a guiding light,
sounding board, and source of motivation
for staff and board members. As an
advocate for education and women’s
rights, Judy generously supported our work
to increase enrollment at our partner
organization’s Child Development Center
as well as PV’s training program for women
entrepreneurs.
In 2017, PV established the Mary Judith
Dunbar Excellence in the Service of
Justice Fund to celebrate her and others
who are committed to the long struggles
for social justice in the world. On October
19, 2020 we lost Judy but gained the
opportunity to carry out her legacy of
those who have been marginalized by
society.
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Follow us
@PROGRAMAVELASCO
PROGRAMAVELASCO.ORG

